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Abstract—Sparse code multiple access (SCMA) is an emerging
paradigm for efficient enabling of massive connectivity in future
machine-type communications (MTC). In this letter, we conceive
the uplink transmissions of the low-density parity check (LDPC)
coded SCMA system. Traditional receiver design of LDPC-SCMA
system, which is based on message passing algorithm (MPA)
for multiuser detection followed by individual LDPC decoding,
may suffer from the drawback of the high complexity and large
decoding latency, especially when the system has large codebook
size and/or high overloading factor. To address this problem, we
introduce a novel receiver design by applying the expectation
propagation algorithm (EPA) to the joint detection and decoding
(JDD) involving an aggregated factor graph of LDPC code
and sparse codebooks. Our numerical results demonstrate the
superiority of the proposed EPA based JDD receiver over the
conventional Turbo receiver in terms of both significantly lower
complexity and faster convergence rate without noticeable error
rate performance degradation.

Index Terms—Joint detection and decoding (JDD) receiver,
sparse code multiple access (SCMA), expectation propagation
algorithm (EPA).

I. INTRODUCTION

SCMA is a special class of code-domain non-orthogonal

multiple access (NOMA) [1], in which multiple users are

separated by assigning distinctive sparse codebooks [2]. Unlike

its predecessor – low-density signature (LDS) which relies

on sparse sequence spreading of constellation symbols [3],

[4], several bits of every SCMA user are directly mapped

into a multi-dimensional complex codeword selected from a

carefully designed sparse codebook [5]. By taking advantage

of the sparsity of SCMA, MPA has been used for near optimal

error rate performance as well as lower complexity than the

maximum likelihood detection.

Inspired by the Turbo receiver principle, an iterative

multiuser receiver has been developed for a coded SCMA

system to achieve improved error rate performance by fully

exploiting the system diversity gain and coding gain [6].

Besides, significant efforts have been made aiming to lower

the receiver complexity. As an example, [7] proposed a
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low complexity decoding algorithm in which list sphere

decoding (LSD) is employed for efficient pruning of the search

branches in the corresponding tree. For an SCMA system

with multiple receive antennas, [8] studied a low complexity

receiver based on EPA whose complexity grows linearly with

M and df , where M and df denote the codebook size and

the number of active users superimposed over each resource

node, respectively. This is in sharp contrast to the decoding

complexity of the MPA detector which is in the order of Mdf ,

i.e., O(Mdf ).

There have been some works on merging the SCMA

detection and LDPC decoding under a joint sparse graph

(JSG). Their main idea is to pass the belief messages over

an aggregated factor graph associated to both the sparse

codebooks/sequences and LDPC codes [9]. It is shown that

their design leads to a low-complexity JDD with excellent

performance gain compared to the traditional Turbo structured

LDS-OFDM receiver. Recently, similar ideas have been

reported in [10]–[12] by the joint trellis-based receiver of

LDPC and polar coded SCMA systems.

Motivated by the research works in [8], [10] and to further

reduce the receiver complexity, we propose to apply the EPA

detector to the JDD receiver for uplink LDPC coded SCMA

system. Compared to [8] and [10], our proposed receiver

design brings in performance gains through combining the

JDD method and replacing the MPA detector with the EPA

detector, respectively. Specifically, we present an improved

EPA detector whose propagation of belief messages can

be bypassed or early terminated once a certain threshold

value associated with those belief messages is satisfied. Such

a design can effectively reduce the whole EPA detection

complexity with negligible error rate performance degradation.

On the one hand, simulation results show that the proposed

JDD/EPA receiver is able to attain significant performance

gains and faster convergence in reference to the traditional

Turbo receiver [8] with comparable complexity. On the

other hand, the JDD/EPA receiver can effectively lower

the complexity with slight error rate loss compared to the

JDD/MPA receiver in [10].

Notations: Bold uppercase, bold lowercase and lowercase

letters denote matrices, vectors and scalars, respectively. (·)T

indicates the matrix or vector transpose. diag (a1, ..., aN )
denotes a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements a1, ..., aN .

The notation (·)i,j is used to indicate the i-th row and j-th

column element of the matrix. x ∼ CN (µ, ζ) indicates that

the random variable x follows a complex Gaussian distribution

with mean µ and variance ζ.

http://arxiv.org/abs/2202.05530v1
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II. SYSTEM MODEL

An LDPC coded SCMA system is considered with K
independent mobile users (each equipped with a single

transmit antenna) multiplexed on N orthogonal resource

nodes, where the base station consists of Nr receive antennas.

Each orthogonal resource node is essentially a subcarrier

channel in a multicarrier system. To support overloaded

multiuser communication, we have K > N , where the

overloading factor is defined as λ = K/N .

For user k ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,K}, its SCMA encoder maps coded

bits ck to a multi-dimensional complex codeword xk of length

N . The codeword xk is drawn from SCMA codebook Ck
with cardinality of M . Therefore, each codebook may be

written as an N × M matrix. For each user, Q = log2M
coded bits are mapped to an N -dimensional SCMA codeword.

Let ck = [ck,1, ck,2, · · · , ck,Q]
T

be the coded bits, and

xk = [xk,1, xk,2, · · · , xk,N ]
T

be the corresponding SCMA

codeword. These SCMA codewords are sparse with dr < N
non-zero elements and the sparsity of codewords is exploited

at the receiver through MPA or EPA detection.

Let Hnr

k = diag
(

hnr

k,1, h
nr

k,2, · · · , h
nr

k,N

)

denote the channel

gain matrix between the k-th user and the nr-th receive

antenna at the base station. Then the corresponding received

signal in the uplink can be expressed as

ynr =
K
∑

k=1

Hnr

k xk + nnr , (1)

where ynr = [ynr

1 , ynr

2 , · · · , ynr

N ]
T

is received signal vector

at the nr-th antenna, and nnr denotes the additive complex

Gaussian noise vector whose distribution is characterized by

CN (0, σ2
n).

Let us denote by dr the number of resource nodes occupied

by each user, and df the number of active users superimposed

over a resource node. Additionally, F(n) = {k : xk,n 6= 0}
denotes the index set of the neighboring SCMA variable nodes

(VNs) which are connected with function node (FN) n for

each receive antenna, V(k) = {n : xk,n 6= 0} denotes the

index set of the neighboring FNs which are connected with

the VN k. The cardinalities of V(k) and F(n) satisfy the

following individual constraints: |V(k)| = dr, k = 1, 2, ...,K
and |F(n)| = df , n = 1, 2, ..., N . It is noted that in an OFDM

based SCMA system, every FN corresponds to a subcarrier

channel, whereas every VN corresponds to the transmit bits

of an SCMA user.

III. IMPROVED EPA BASED JDD RECEIVER

EPA is a Bayesian inference method which aims for

approximating the sophisticated a posterior belief distribution

with a tractable distribution, such as Gaussian distribution

through moment matching [8]. Define the projection of a

particular distribution p into some distribution set Φ as

ProjΦ (p) = argmin
q∈Φ

D (p||q) , (2)

where D (p||q) denotes the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence

which is used to measure the similarity between the a

posterior belief distribution and the tractable distribution after

projection.

The complexity of MPA is in the order O
(

Mdf
)

, which

may be prohibitively high when M and/or df are large. A

major advantage of the EPA detector is its low complexity,

which scales linearly with the values of the M and df .

This makes the EPA detector very attractive for practical

implementation. In this section, an improved EPA based JDD

receiver is designed by updating the belief messages iteratively

on the joint sparse graph. The joint sparse graph of the JDD

receiver for an uplink LDPC coded SCMA system is depicted

in Fig. 1, where belief messages are exchanged between

SCMA VNs and LDPC VNs by merging the factor graphs of

SCMA and LDPC into an integrated one, Πk and Π−1
k denote

the interleaver and deinterleaver of user k, respectively. In the

sequel, we will discuss in detail how the belief messages are

updated and transferred between different nodes in the joint

sparse graph.

User 1

LDPC decoding

SCMA detection block 1

1

1 1/ -
P P

1/
K K

-
P P

...

...

...

...

...

...

User K

LDPC decoding

SCMA detection block I

Fig. 1. Illustration of the joint sparse graph of the JDD receiver for
LDPC-SCMA system.

1) SCMA Function Nodes Update: In every SCMA data

block, let Lt
F

nr
n →Vk

denote the LLR passed from FN Fnr
n

to VN Vk at the nr receive antenna in the t-th iteration,

and Lt
Vk→F

nr
n

the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) of the opposite

direction. According to the EPA principle [8], the mean and

variance update equations of the belief message It
F

nr
n →Vk

are

described as follows:

µt
F

nr
n →Vk

=
1

hnr

k,n



ynr
n −

∑

k′∈F(n)\k

hnr

k′,nµ
t−1
Vk′→F

nr
n



 , (3)

ζtFnr
n →Vk

=
1

∣

∣

∣
hnr

k,n

∣

∣

∣

2



σ2
n +

∑

k′∈F(n)\k

∣

∣

∣hnr

k′,n

∣

∣

∣

2

ζt−1
Vk′→F

nr
n



 ,

(4)

Lt
F

nr
n →Vk

(m̂) = −

∣

∣

∣xk,n (m̂)− µt
F

nr
n →Vk

∣

∣

∣

2

ζt
F

nr
n →Vk

. (5)

2) Generate the extrinsic LLRs from SCMA detector: The

updated LLRs of VNs from neighboring FNs are regarded as
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the extrinsic information of the SCMA detector which can be

used as the a priori LLRs for the LDPC decoder. Thus,

Le,SCMA
k (m̂) =

Nr
∑

nr=1

∑

n∈V(k)

Lt
F

nr
n →Vk

(m̂). (6)

For illustration, in the simulation part, we consider M =
4. Thus, every two coded bits ck ∈ {00, 01, 10, 11} are

mapped into an N -dimensional SCMA codeword xk ∈
{xk(1), . . . ,xk(4)}. It should be pointed out that for message

passing from SCMA VNs to LDPC VNs, one needs to

transform symbol LLRs to bit LLRs. Let us assume that

there are I SCMA symbols to be sent for each user.

For the i-th (i ∈ {1, ..., I}) SCMA block, the symbol-to-bit

LLRs transformation can be calculated by applying Max-Log

approximation as follows:



















Le,SCMA
k,2i−1 (b̂) =max

(

L
e,SCMA

k,i
(m̂=1),Le,SCMA

k,i
(m̂=2)

)

−max
(

L
e,SCMA

k,i
(m̂=3),Le,SCMA

k,i
(m̂=4)

)

Le,SCMA
k,2i (b̂) =max

(

L
e,SCMA

k,i
(m̂=1),Le,SCMA

k,i
(m̂=3)

)

−max
(

L
e,SCMA

k,i
(m̂=2),Le,SCMA

k,i
(m̂=4)

)

.

(7)

Then the extrinsic bit LLRs of user k are deinterleaved as

the a priori LLRs input to its corresponding LDPC decoder,

i.e.,

La,LDPC
k (b̂) = Π−1

(

Le,SCMA
k (b̂)

)

. (8)

3) LDPC decoder: We assume that the LDPC parity check

matrix includes J LDPC VNs and L check nodes (CNs).

For each user, the updated LLR to an LDPC VN consists

of the a priori LLR La,LDPC
k,j and the LLRs passed from the

corresponding CNs LCl,k→LVj,k
,

Lt
LVj,k

(b̂) = La,LDPC
k,j (b̂) +

∑

l∈Nv(j)

Lt−1
Cl,k→LVj,k

(b̂), (9)

where Nv(j) is the set of all the CNs connected to LDPC

VN LVj . Within each iteration loop, the update from an

LDPC VN to a CN dynamically takes into account the belief

messages from the other CNs and the corresponding SCMA

VN which are connected to that specific LDPC VN. It should

be noted that in traditional Turbo receiver, the update from

an LDPC VN to a CN is carried out internally within the

LDPC decoder and does not consider the relevant SCMA VN

except for its extrinsic information at the beginning of LDPC

decoding. Then the conventional LDPC decoding method such

as normalized min-sum algorithm is utilized to update the

CNs. Furthermore, layered belief propagation (layered BP)

decoding can be adopted to accelerate the convergence rate

and improve the decoding performance.

4) Generate the a priori LLRs for SCMA detector: The

updated extrinsic bit LLRs Le,LDPC
k (b̂) can be obtained from

its corresponding connected LDPC CNs, which will be sent

to the corresponding interleaver. After the interleaving, the a

priori bit LLRs of the SCMA detector (which is EPA in this

work) can be expressed as

La,SCMA
k (b̂) = Π

(

Le,LDPC
k (b̂)

)

. (10)

To pass the belief messages from LDPC VNs to SCMA

VNs, one needs to transform bit LLRs to symbol LLRs. For

the i-th (i ∈ {1, ..., I}) SCMA block, the a priori symbol-level

LLRs can be calculated as

La,SCMA
k,i (m̂) =



















0.5·La,SCMA

k,2i−1
(b̂)+0.5·La,SCMA

k,2i
(b̂), m̂=1

0.5·La,SCMA

k,2i−1
(b̂)−0.5·La,SCMA

k,2i
(b̂), m̂=2

−0.5·La,SCMA

k,2i−1
(b̂)+0.5·La,SCMA

k,2i
(b̂), m̂=3

−0.5·La,SCMA

k,2i−1
(b̂)−0.5·La,SCMA

k,2i
(b̂), m̂=4

.

(11)

5) SCMA Variable Nodes Update: Similarly, the update

from an SCMA VN to an FN is calculated based on belief

messages from the other FNs and the corresponding LDPC VN

which are connected to that specific SCMA VN. The updated

LLR to an SCMA VN consists of the a priori LLR La,SCMA
k

and all the relevant LF
nr
n →Vk

,

Lqt (xk(m̂)|y) = La,SCMA
k (m̂) +

Nr
∑

nr=1

∑

n∈V(k)

Lt
F

nr
n →Vk

(m̂),

(12)

where m ∈ {1, ...,M}. For each VN Vk, the a posterior belief

probability for all xk ∈ Ck can be calculated below:

qt(xk|y) =
exp (Lqt(xk|y))

1 + exp (Lqt(xk|y))
. (13)

• Threshold aided EPA

To optimize EPA detection, the threshold aided EPA is

further proposed. In VN update, denote by qt(xk|y) the a

posterior belief probability for all xk ∈ Ck. max (qt(xk|y))
denotes the maximum a posterior belief probability

corresponding to the most likely SCMA codeword of user k.

We define the following indicator function as

Ψ(k) =

{

1, max (qt(xk|y)) ≥ β
0, max (qt(xk|y)) < β

, (14)

where β ∈ [0.5, 1]. If the equation
∑K

k=1 Ψ(k) = K holds,

the message updating of FNs and VNs in the current SCMA

block can be bypassed. As a result, the overall complexity of

the JDD/EPA receiver can be further reduced.

According to the EPA principle [8], the a posterior mean

µt
k,n and variance ζtk,n are respectively computed with the

approximated a posterior belief as follows:

µt
k,n =

∑

xk∈Ck

qt(xk|y) · xk,n, (15)

ζtk,n =
∑

xk∈Ck

qt(xk|y)
∣

∣xk,n − µt
k,n

∣

∣

2
. (16)

The variance and mean of the belief message IVk→F
nr
n

delivered from VN Vk to FN Fnr
n is calculated as follows:

ζtVk→F
nr
n

=

(

1

ζtk,n
−

1

ζt
F

nr
n →Vk

)−1

, (17)

µt
Vk→F

nr
n

= ζtVk→F
nr
n

(

µt
k,n

ζtk,n
−

µt
F

nr
n →Vk

ζt
F

nr
n →Vk

)

. (18)

• Approximate EPA
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In SCMA VNs update, the calculation of variance and mean

of the belief message IVk→F
nr
n

includes a number of complex

multiplication and division operations. With the increasing

iterations, taking into account that ζtk,n → 0 and neglecting

the high-order term 1
/

ζt
F

nr
n →Vk

derived in [13], where ζtk,n
and µt

k,n play a pivotal role in the above calculation, (17) and

(18) can thus be directly approximated as

ζtVk→F
nr
n

≈ ζtk,n, (19)

µt
Vk→F

nr
n

≈ µt
k,n. (20)

The core idea of the JDD receiver is to jointly update the

extrinsic information of SCMA detection and LDPC decoding

within one iteration loop. In other words, JDD can fully utilize

the latest updated extrinsic information at each iteration. The

step-by-step description of the JDD receiver with proposed

improved EPA is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Proposed improved EPA based JDD receiver

Initialization:
µ0

Vk→F
nr
n

= 0, ζ0
Vk→F

nr
n

= max, β ∈ [0.5, 1], Ψ(k) = 0, ∀k ∈ K.

Iteration:

1: for t = 1 : Niter do
2: SCMA FNs update:
3: for i = 1 : I do
4: if

∑K

k=1
Ψ(k) = K then

5: Lt

F
nr
n →Vk

= Lt−1

F
nr
n →Vk

, i = i+ 1, continue;

6: else
7: Compute µt

F
nr
n →Vk

and ζt
F

nr
n →Vk

via (3)-(4);

8: Compute Lt

F
nr
n →Vk

via (5), i = i+ 1;

9: end if
10: end for
11: Generate the extrinsic LLRs from EPA detector(7);
12: Deinterleave LLRs using(8);
13: Layered BP LDPC decoding;
14: Interleave LLRs using(10);
15: Generate the a priori LLRs for EPA detector(11);
16: SCMA VNs update:
17: for i = 1 : I do
18: Compute Lqt(xk|y) and qt(xk|y) via (12)-(13);

19: if
∑K

k=1
Ψ(k) = K then

20: ζt
Vk→F

nr
n

= ζt−1

Vk→F
nr
n

, µt

Vk→F
nr
n

= µt−1

Vk→F
nr
n

,

21: i = i+ 1, continue;
22: else
23: Compute µt

k,n and ζtk,n via (15)-(16);

24: Compute ζt
Vk→F

nr
n

and µt

Vk→F
nr
n

via (17)-(18),

25: i = i+ 1;
26: end if
27: end for
28: end for

Output: b̂k = (Le,LDPC

k (b̂)) < 0.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, an uplink SCMA system is considered over

the Rayleigh fading channel, where K = 6 single-antenna

users are multiplexed over N = 4 orthogonal resources and the

receiver is equipped with Nr = 2 antennas. The codebook size

of SCMA is M = 4 and the Huawei codebook in [2] is used.

The irregular LDPC codes is generated by the PEG algorithm

with the variable and check nodes degree distribution being

λ (x) = 0.1x+0.9x2 and ρ(x) = 0.225x4+0.755x5+0.02x6,

where the information bits L = 200, the coded bits J = 400

and code rate R = 1/2. Each user has I = 200 SCMA symbols

to transmit. The maximum iterations of the JDD receiver are

Niter = 12. For the sake of fairness, the outer loop iterations

of the Turbo receiver [8] are Nout
iter = 4, and the inner loop

iterations of EPA and LDPC are NEPA
iter = NLDPC

iter = 3, as

shown in the following Table I.

TABLE I
SCHEDULING OF TURBO RECEIVER AND JDD RECEIVER.

Iterations 1 2 3 4 5 6 ... 19 20 21 22 23 24

Turbo

receiver

EPA X X X – – – ... X X X – – –

LDPC – – – X X X ... – – – X X X

JDD

receiver

EPA X – X – X – ... X – X – X –

LDPC – X – X – X ... – X – X – X

The complexities of the MPA detector and EPA detector

in each iteration can be expressed as O
(

INrNMdf
)

and

O (INrNMdf) [8], and the complexity of LDPC decoder is

O (K(2dvJ + (2dc + 1)(J − L))) [14] using the normalized

min-sum algorithm, where dv and dc denote the average

column weight and the average row weight of the parity check

matrix, respectively. Consequently, the total complexities of

the Turbo receiver and the JDD receiver with EPA detector are

Nout
iter ·

(

NEPA
iter · O (EPA) +NLDPC

iter · O (LDPC)
)

and Niter ·
(O (EPA) +O (LDPC)), respectively.

2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6
10-4

10-3

10-2

10-1

100

B
L

E
R

Fig. 2. BLER performance comparisons between the JDD receiver and the
Turbo receiver.

Fig. 2 presents the block error rate (BLER) performance

comparisons between the different receiver schemes. Here the

threshold value is set as β = 1 for the simulation. The

JDD/EPA (Niter = 6) can achieve the performance close to the

Turbo receiver (Nout
iter = 4) with only 50% the computational

complexity and improved error rate in the high SNR regime.

On the other hand, the JDD/EPA (Niter = 12) enjoys about

1.4 dB performance gain at BLER = 10−3 compared to that

of the Turbo receiver (Nout
iter = 4), when both receivers have

more or less the same computational complexity. In addition,

the BLER performance of the JDD/approximate EPA receiver

well aligns with that of the JDD/EPA receiver with the same

iterations. And the JDD/EPA receiver only suffers from about

0.1 dB performance loss at BLER = 10−3 compared to the
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JDD/MPA receiver [10]. In short, the proposed EPA based

JDD receiver achieves improved BLER performance and faster

convergence rate compared to the Turbo receiver.

103

104

105
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107

108

A
ve

ra
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om

pl
ex

ity
 p

er
 it

er
at

io
n

K=6, N=4
M=4, d

f
=3

K=6, N=4
M=16, d

f
=3

K=10, N=5
M=4, d

f
=4

K=10, N=5
M=16, d

f
=4

JDD/EPA
JDD/MPA

Fig. 3. The average complexity per iteration comparisons between the
JDD/EPA and JDD/MPA receivers.

Fig. 3 depicts the comparisons of the average complexity

per outer iteration between the JDD/EPA and JDD/MPA

receivers with different SCMA parameters, which can be

expressed as INrNMdf +K(2dvJ + (2dc + 1)(J − L)) and

INrNMdf + K(2dvJ + (2dc + 1)(J − L)), respectively. It

is clear that the complexity of the JDD/EPA is significantly

lower than that of the JDD/MPA especially when the

SCMA codebook size M and/or the degree of active users

superposition df on a given resource element are larger. That

is because the EPA detection has linear complexity with M ,

df and Nr, whilst the complexity of the MPA detection is

exponential with M and df .

0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 1
10-5

10-4

10-3

10-2

10-1

100

B
L

E
R

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

Fig. 4. BLER performance and Γ(β) of the JDD/EPA receiver with the
different threshold values.

Fig. 4 shows that BLER performance becomes deteriorated

with the decreasing threshold value β under different Eb/N0.

The complexity reduction rate Γ(β) is also presented, which is

defined as the ratio of the effectively updated SCMA blocks

and the total calculated SCMA blocks, in order to measure

the reduced EPA detection complexity. For example, when the

threshold value β = 0.75, the EPA detection complexity of

all SCMA blocks can be reduced by about 30% with slight

performance loss, hence helping strike a good balance between

the error rate performance and complexity.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented an efficient iterative

receiver for uplink LDPC coded SCMA system by combining

an improved EPA detector with JDD receiver. Compared to

the conventional Turbo receiver, the proposed JDD receiver

is capable of achieving significant performance gains and

accelerating the convergence rate. Our numerical results

have shown that the proposed JDD/EPA receiver yields

error rate performance close to that of the JDD/MPA

receiver. Furthermore, by setting an appropriate threshold

value in EPA detection, a significant amount of message

passing operations can be saved, thus leading to a

lower detection complexity without noticeable performance

degradation. This demonstrates its potential advantage in

practical implementations.
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